
 

 

Press release 

Gino Iorgulescu – second consecutive mandate as the President of the Romanian Professional 

Football League 

Gino Iorgulescu won the election for the leadership of LPF today, being voted by 13 out of 14 clubs 

participating in Liga I Betano. 

„I want to thank the clubs which voted today for continuity. Together with the young team we have 

formed here, we aim to continue the modernization and consolidation of the Romanian football. The 

world is in a continuous change and so is football. We expect five years in which the professional 

football must get closer to the western model. Video refereeing, mobile applications dedicated to Liga 

I’s matches, turning matches into a community event are just a few ideas I share with my team and  

wish to initiate.” affirms the new President of LPF, Gino Iorgulescu. 

Among the most important objectives from LPF’s President program are the consolidation of the 

professional football clubs’ profits. Ensuring a financial stability by guaranteeing an annual minimum 

of 27.5 million + VAT from the sale of TV rights, supporting the clubs to find a major sponsor for each 

team, opening a single selling point of tickets to Liga I’s matches and for the clubs’ promotional 

products will bring more prosperity to clubs, and hopefully through this way they can better 

concentrate on the game and on their activity’s performance. 

Finding and forming young football players so that they meet the opportunity to become elite 

sportsmen is another important objective of the program, through the organization of a youth 

championship with the U23 teams and a campaign to support the practice of sports among children. 

Also, another series of measures in the program take into account the support provided to improve 

the quality of management in the organization and deployment of football activity - an emergency 

service for collecting and centralizing the problems raised by clubs, legal support, logistics and 

marketing. 

 

 


